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Abstract— There have been very large no deaths and  

injuries due to tsunamis caused so far till date. People  in 

surrounding region of tsunami centers are  at very high risk 

of  loosing their lives. While rare, high-impact tsunamis 

have the potential to cause widespread destruction. 

Displacement and damage to infrastructure are also 

important contributors to the human, social, and economic 

effects of tsunamis .Hence some smart system is necessary 

to detect tsunamis in advance and alert people in the near by 

region about it. This may help people to get to on large 

surface ground or higher at multistory building. Eventually 

large no of lives could be saved. So we are using smart 

wireless sensor network to detect tsunamis and then this 

information is wirelessly transmitted to control room and 

there onwards people whose entries have been registered 

into database of computer would be given alert by sending 

messages by means of GSM module used at control room. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. What Is Tsunami? 

Tsunami, the Japanese word for  “large  harbor         wave” 

is a series of  large water waves produced by a sudden 

vertical displacement of water. Aquatic earthquakes are the 

most common cause, but volcanic activity, landslides and 

impacts of meteorites may also generate tsunamis. 

Earthquake-generated tsunamis develop when tectonic 

plates, either deep sea, continental shelf, or coastal, move 

abruptly in a vertical direction, and the overlying water is 

displaced. Waves created by these disturbances move in an 

outward direction, away from the source. 

 In deep waters, the surface disturbance of water is 

relatively unnoticeable and may only be felt as a gentle 

wave. As the wave approaches shallow waters along the 

coast, it rises above the surface related to the amplitude of 

the underwater waves. The speed of the tsunami diminishes 

and the height of the wave increases as it reaches the shore 

line. The extent of inundation that occurs is largely 

dependent on local topography; in low lying areas flooding 

can be extensive and can reach far inland disrupting even 

non-coastal communities . 

While rare, high-impact tsunamis have the potential 

to cause widespread destruction and affect hundreds of 

thousands  . The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami resulted in 

more than 225,000 deaths across twelve nations, and the 

2011 Japan tsunami caused an estimated 28,000 deaths . 

Displacement and damage to infrastructure are also 

important contributors to the human, social, and economic 

effects of tsunamis . 

  Few reviews of the impacts of tsunamis on human 

populations exist. Given the recent tsunami disasters in 2004 

and 2009, a broader understanding of the characteristic 

effects of tsunamis on human populations could inform 

preparedness and response efforts. The objectives of this 

review were to describe the impact of tsunamis on the 

human population, in terms of mortality, injury, and 

displacement and to identify risk factors associated with 

these outcomes. This is one of five reviews on the human 

impact of natural disasters, the others being volcanoes, 

floods, cyclones, and earthquakes. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Tsunami Detection And Alert System Using Wireless 

Sensor Network system is used to detect TUSUNAMIS in 

advance and issue warnings to prevent loss of life and 

damage. It is made up of two equally important components 

a network of sensors to detect tsunamis and a 

communication infrastructure to issue timely alarms to 

permit evacuation of the coastal areas. The block diagram 

has two sections a transmitter section and a receiver section 

A. Block Diagram: 

 
Fig. 1: Receiver Section 

 
Fig. 2: Transmitter Section 

B. Overview of the Target for the Final System: 

The system is able to achieve targets & provide the 

following functionality- 

1) Senses the vibration due to movement in tectonic 

plates , rise in water level & atmospheric pressure 

changes.  

2) Transmit the sensor readings to the control room. 

3) Send a tsunami alert message to their registered 

user  in the specified range of the system. 
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C. Overview of the Technical Area: 

Two technologies have been used in the system namely 

RF(CC2550) technology & GSM(SIM900) technology. The 

RF technology is used for the Wireless transmission & 

reception of data from transmitter side & receiver side. The 

RF technology used here works on 2.4Ghz frequency range 

and has a programmable data rate from 1.2 to 500 Kbaud 

.The GSM technology used to send the alert messgae to their 

registered user. It requires all the space requirements in 

smart phones & other mobiles also it provides phone book 

management. It uses GSM frequency band. Both the 

technologies used has low power consumotion.   

III. FUNCTIONALITY OF THE SYSTEM 

The system is making RF based network for Tsunami 

Identification and Alert system. It also have master and 

slave structure for the Application .The range of RF is about 

30 meters .So, the whole area cannot be covered by a single 

Master slave combination .For this we can cove a large area 

by Wireless sensor network with master and slave 

combination. The system consists of a main PC master 

terminal which has the VB software on it .The PC master 

terminal is used to monitor the status of all the slaves which 

covers the whole area. 

A. Master-Slave Overview: 

The system uses a  master Request and slave response 

protocol .In this system the Master sends the request to the 

all the slaves. In the request frame the master mentions the 

slave ID .The request frame is received by all the slaves 

which are in range .The slave who are in range receive the 

incoming frame and store it in its internal RAM memory 

.Then they check for the slave ID. If the incoming slave ID 

matches with their own slave ID then they Accept the frame 

and send the parameter back to the master .If the ID does not 

match then the slave discards the frame. In our project we 

are using the above mentioned protocol . 

In the system we have  

1) Master PC terminal 

2) Slaves Terminal 

So in total we have 1 / 2 slave .The Idea is that if the 

one slaves goes out of range of the PC then the 

communication fails .So we are placing 2 slaves which will 

be placed in such way that they will be always in range of 

the PC master .The two slaves are under the PC based 

masters supervision .Therefore the PC master will 

communicate to the slaves via Wireless RF module. 

The slaves are equipped with tsunami detecting 

sensors Such as High tide, Earth- quake, temperature etc. . 

.when any of the slave detects the tsunami like conditions it 

sends a warning frame with the sensor data to Master. On 

master we have VB software which will show the data on its 

Graphical user interface. Also, we are sending Mass SMS to 

the nearby residents to alert them on time so that a large 

number of people can be saved. 

 

 
Fig. 3: SLAVE 1 

 

 
Fig. 4: SLAVE 2 

 

 
Fig. 5: MASTER 

IV. EXPECTED OUTCOME 

The proposed model provides an early tsunami warning 

using three different sensors. The range of the system is 30 

meters . These sensors will send the sensed data to the 

control room or master and then these values will be 

matched to the threshold values and after matching if the 

values are higher than the threshold values then mass 

messages will be sent to their registered users which is in the 

specified range(30 m) else the values will be updated. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Advanced tsunami warning systems may vastly improve 

early detection and save many lives by migrating them in 

evacuated time . So we need some system that automatically 

detect  tsunami and give alert to people  in there by region 

so that many lives could be rescued timely. 
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